We provide a new proof of a classical result by Bressan on the Cauchy problem for first-order differential inclusions with null initial condition. Our approach allows us to prove the result directly for kth order differential inclusions, under weaker regularity assumptions on the involved multifunction. Our result is the following: let a, b, M be positive real numbers, with M · max{a, a k } ≤ b, and let B and X be the closed balls in R n , centered at the origin with radius b and M, respectively. Let
Introduction
The importance of the theory of differential inclusions is well documented in the literature. Indeed, they play a crucial role in the study of many dynamical problems coming from economics, social sciences, biology. They also provide a fundamental tool in control theory. Moreover, differential inclusions are very useful when studying differential equations with discontinuous right-hand side. For a detailed introduction to differential inclusions and their applications, we refer the reader to [, ] .
In the paper [], A. Bressan proved his classical and celebrated result on the Cauchy problem for first-order differential inclusions, which we now state. In what follows, the space R n is considered with its Euclidean norm. 
Then there exists an absolutely continuous u : [, a] → R n such that u() =  R n and u (t) ∈ F(t, u(t)) for a.e. t ∈ [, a].
The aim of this note is simply to propose an alternative proof of Theorem ., completely independent from the original one. Our approach also allows one to state Theorem . directly for kth-order differential inclusions, under slightly weaker regularity assumptions on F. That is, the joint lower semicontinuity of the multifunction F is replaced by joint measurability and by the lower semicontinuity of F(t, ·). In this connection, we observe that the original proof of Theorem . does not work if F is not jointly lower semicontinuous (see the Remark at p. of [] ).
Before stating our result, we fix some notations. If a > , k, n ∈ N and p ∈ [, +∞], we denote by 
The proof of Theorem ., which will be given in Section , will follow from a more general result, Theorem . below. It is mainly based on a recent existence result for discontinuous selections and on an existence result for operator inclusions, stated below as Theorems . and ., respectively. In Section , conversely, we shall give some notations and recall the results that we shall use in our proofs.
Preliminaries
Let n ∈ N. For all i ∈ {, . . . , n}, we shall denote by P n,i : R n → R the projection over the ith axis. 
Moreover, if x ∈ R n and r > , we put
Let S, V be topological spaces, let F : S →  V be a multifunction, and let x  ∈ S. We recall that the multifunction F is said to be lower semicontinuous at
The multifunction F is said to be lower semicontinuous in S if it is lower semicontinuous at each point x ∈ S. When the multifunction F is single valued, the above notion of lower semicontinuity reduces to the usual notion of continuity (for single-valued maps 
and let P * ,i : X → X i be the projection over X i . Assume that:
(X)-measurable (T μ denoting the completion of the Borel σ -algebra B(T) of T with respect to the measure μ); (ii) for a.e. t ∈ T, one has
Then there exist sets Q  , . . . , Q k , with
We also recall the following proposition.
E ⊆ R n be a Lebesgue measurable set, with m n (E) = , and let D be a countable dense subset of R n , with D ∩ E = ∅. Assume that:
Then one has:
(a) G has nonempty closed convex values;
The following existence result for operator inclusions is due to Naselli Ricceri and Ricceri. Under such hypotheses, there existsũ ∈ V such that Finally, we recall the following lemma.
Theorem . (Theorem  of []) Let (T, F, μ) be a finite non-atomic complete measure space; V a nonempty set; (X, · X ), (Y , · Y ) two separable real Banach spaces, with Y finite-dimensional; p, q, s ∈ [, +∞], with q < +∞ and q
≤ p ≤ s; : V → L s (T, Y ) a surjective and one-to-one operator; : V → L  (T, X) an operator such that, for every v ∈ L s (T, Y ) and every sequence {v n } in L s (T, Y ) weakly converging to v in L q (T, Y ), the sequence { ( - (v n ))} converges strongly to ( - (v)) in L  (T, X); ϕ : [, +∞[ → [, +∞] a non- decreasing function such that esssup t∈T (u)(t) X ≤ ϕ (u) L p (T,Y ) for all u ∈ V . Further, let F : T × X →  Y be(ũ)(t) ∈ F t, (ũ)(t) μ-a.e., (ũ)(t) Y ≤ sup x X ≤ϕ(r) d  Y , F(t, x) μ-a.e. in T.
Lemma . (Lemma . of []) Let (T, D, μ) be a complete finite measure space, X be a Polish space, Y , Z be two topological spaces, F : T × X →  Z and H : T × Y →  X be two multifunctions. Assume that: (a) F is D ⊗ B(X)-measurable; (b) H is D ⊗ B(Y )-measurable and has closed values. Then the multifunction G defined by G(t, y) = F(t, H(t, y)) for all (t, y) ∈ T × Y is D ⊗ B(Y )-measurable.

The result
Theorem . above follows from the following more general result.
bounded multifunction with nonempty closed values. Assume that F is L([, a]) ⊗ B((R n ) k )-measurable, and that for all t ∈ [, a] the multifunction F(t, ·) is lower semicontinuous. Then there exists a solution
. We now divide the proof into two steps.
Step . We first of all assume, in addition, that
Since m nk (
By Proposition . we get:
for all t ∈ [, a]. Now we want to apply Theorem ., with 
It is quite easy to check that the sequence
Consequently, for all m ∈ N and t ∈ [, a] we get
By the dominated convergence theorem we get
Consequently, using exactly the same argument as before, it is immediately seen that {φ  (v m )} also converges strongly to
. By using recursively the same argument as before, we get that for each fixed j = , . . . , k, the sequence {φ j (v m )} converges strongly to
Of course, this implies that the whole sequence { (v m )} converges
(b) Let d denote the usual point-to-set distance in R n , with respect to the norm · n .
Then he function
as regards the measurability of ω, we refer to []).
Therefore, all the assumptions of Theorem . are satisfied. Consequently, there exists
In particular, by () and by the above construction we get 
has null Lebesgue measure. Now, observe that
hence, in particular,
Consequently, the function φ  (v) i is strictly increasing in [, a] . Therefore, by Theorem ., the function
is absolutely continuous, hence by Theorem . it maps null-measure sets into nullmeasure sets. Therefore, if we put
we get m  (W i, ) = . Applying recursively the same argument, if for all j = , . . . , k we put
we get m  (W i,j ) = . Now, put
hence, by (c), the function ψ(t * , ·) is continuous at (v)(t * ). Therefore, by () and (d) we
Hence, we have proved that
. By the definition of the functions φ i we get
and
Therefore,
and the function u satisfies the conclusion.
Step . We now prove the result in its full generality. Fix y  ∈ R n such that
Of course, for every fixed t ∈ [, a] the multifunctionF(t, ·) is lower semicontinuous in 
